Nonparametric regression models with locally stationary covariates have received increasing interest in recent years. As a nice relief of "curse of dimensionality" induced by large dimension of covariates, additive regression model is commonly used. However, in locally stationary context, to catch the dynamic nature of regression function, we adopt a flexible varying-coefficient additive model where the regression function has the form
Introduction
Modelling nonparametric time series has received increasing interest among scholars for a few decades, see, for example, [1, 10, 12, 17, 27] . In classical time series analysis, the stationarity of time series is a fundamental assumption. Yet, it may be violated on some occasions in such the fields as finance, sound analysis and neuroscience, especially when the time span of observations tends to infinity. So, it is necessary to generalize the stationary process to the nonstationary process. Priestley (1965) [33] first introduced a stochastic process with evolutionary spectra, which locally displays an approximately stationary behavior. But in his framework, it is impossible to establish an asymptotic statistical inference. Dahlhaus (1997) proposed a new generalization of stationarity, called locally stationary process, and investigated its statistical inference. More details can refer to [4, 5, 6] . In essence, the locally stationary process is locally close to a stationary process over short periods of time, but its second order characteristic is gradually changing as time evolves. A formal description of locally stationary process can refer to Assumption (A1) in the Appendix. In parametric context, the statistical inference of locally stationary process has been studied extensively by [7, 8, 14, 16, 31] . In nonparametric context, Vogt (2012) [39] considered the time-varying nonlinear autoregressive (tvNAR) models including its general form and estimated the time-varying multivariate regression function using the kernel-type method. However, it still suffers the "curse of dimensionality" problem when the dimension of covariates is high.
In order to solve the aforementioned problem, a familiar way is to adopt the additive nonparametric regression model suggested by [17] . It not only remedies the "curse of dimensionality", but also has an independent interest in practical applications due to its flexibility and interpretability. There exists abound research findings about the additive regression model in the literature. In the case of iid observations, the additive nonparametric component functions can be estimated by kernel-based methods: the classic backfitting estimators of [17] , the marginal integration estimators of [10, 28] , the smoothing backfitting estimators of [32] , and two-stage estimators of [29, 20] . In the stationary time series context, there are kernel estimators via marginal integration of [38, 45] , spline estimators of [21, 24, 35, 36, 43] , and the spline-backfitted kernel (SBK) estimators which borrow the strength of both kernel estimation and spline estimation, see [30, 40, 41] . Vogt [39] considered the locally stationary additive model and proposed smooth backfitting method to estimate bivariate additive component functions.
On the other hand, the varying-coefficient model is a natural extension of linear model which allows the coefficients to change over certain common covariates instead of being invariant. This model succeeds to relax the parameter limitation of linear model and may have practical as well as theoretical significance. For this model, there are three types of estimation methods: local polynomial smoothing method [13, 42] , polynomial spline estimation method [22, 23, 25] and smoothing spline method [3, 18, 19] .
Zhang and Wang [48] proposed a so-called varying-coefficient additive model to catch the evolutionary nature of time-varying regression function in the analysis of functional data. Their model assumes the evolutionary regression function has the form m (t, x) = α 0 (t) + p k=1 α k (t) β k (x k ) , which is more flexible in the sense that it covers both varying-coefficient model and additive model as special cases. Specifically speaking, it reduces to an additive model when α k , k = 1, · · · , p, are all constants, and a varying-coefficient model if β k , k = 1, · · · , p, are all linear functions. Extracting the special meaning of time in functional data analysis, one can generalize time to some other common covariates.
In this paper, we model locally stationary time series. To concreteness, let Y t,T , X be a length-T realization of p+1 dimension locally stationary time series, and assume that the data is generated by varying-coefficient additive model as follows
t,T + σ t T , X t,T ε t , t = 1, · · · , T, where ε t 's are i.i.d, α k is the varying-coefficient component function, β k is the additive component function and σ is a bivariate nonparametric function, which allows the heteroscedasticity case. Without loss of generality, we require
where the superscript 'τ ' means transposition of vector or matrix. In order to identify these multiplied component functions, we require that
where
For functional data, Zhang and Wang [48] proposed a two-step spline estimation procedure. In the first step, sorting the data within each subject in ascending order of time and averaging the response for each subject using trapezoidal rule to fit an additive model, then, in the second step, fitting a varying-coefficient model by substituting the estimated additive function into varying-coefficient additive model. His estimation methodology works since there are dense observation for every subject and covariates is independent of observation time within subject.
However, for some other practical problems, such as longitudinal data with finite observertion time, time series data, such an assumption fails. To circumvent this problem, under mild assumptions, we derive an initial estimation of additive component by employing a segmentation technique. Then we can fit a varying-coefficient model and an additive model, respectively, to get spline estimators of varying-coefficient function and additive function. As expected, we show that the proposed estimators of α k and β k are consistent and present the corresponding L 2 rate of convergence.
On the other hand, the product term in (1) may simply reduce to a varyingcoefficient term or an additive term in the case of β k being linear function or α k being constant. So, in the parsimony sense, identifying additive terms and varying-coefficient terms in (1) are of interest. To this end, we propose a two-stage penalized least squares estimator based on SCAD penalty function, and, furthermore, show that our model identification strategy is consistent, i.e., the additive term and the varying-coefficient term are correctly selected with probability approaching to 1. Meantime, L 2 rate of convergence of penalized spline estimator of each component function achieves the rate of the spline estimator of univariate nonparametric function.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We propose a three-step spline estimation method in Section 2 and a two-stage model identification procedure in Section 3. Section 4 describes the smoothing parameter selection strategies. Section 5 establishes the asymptotic properties of the proposed model estimation and identification methods. Simulation studies are illustrated in Section 6. The main technical proofs are presented in the Appendix. Lemmas and other similar proofs are given in the Supplementary.
Model Estimation
In this section, we propose a three-step spline estimation method for the proposed locally stationary varying-coefficient additive model (1).
• Step I: Segment the rescaled time T , · · · , 1 into several groups, and approximate each varying-coefficient function α k within the same group by a local constant. Thus, model (1) can be approximated by an additive model, and a scaled-version of the additive component functions β k can be obtained using spline-based method.
• Step II: Substitute the initial estimates of the scaled additive component functions into model (1) to yield an approximated varying-coefficient model, and then obtain spline estimators of varying-coefficient component functions α k .
•
Step III: Plug-in spline estimators of varying-coefficient component functions α k into model (1) to yield an approximated additive model, and then update the spline estimation of additive component functions β k .
We first present with some notations before detailing our proposed estimation method. Let {B kl,A , l = 1, · · · , J k,A } be p k order B-spline basis with K k,A interior knots and J k,A = K k,A + p k is the number of B-spline functions estimating additive component function β k . Similarly, we denote {B kl,C , l = 1, · · · , J k,C } as q k order B-spline basis with K k,C interior knots, and J k,C = K k,C + q k is the number of B-spline functions estimating varying-coefficient component function α k . Here, 'A' and 'C' in the subscript of B-spline functions and knots number mean that is for the additive component function and varyingcoefficient function, respectively. Denote
The nice properties of scaled B-spline basis are listed in the Appendix.
Step I: Initial estimators of scaled additive component functions We segment the sample {(Y t,T , X t,T ) τ , t = 1, · · · , T } in ascending order of time into N T groups with I T observations in each group, where I T hinges on the sample size T and I T × N T = T . Then approximate α k (u) in the sth group, i.e. (s − 1) I T + 1 ≤ uT ≤ sI T , by a constant C ks , where C ks is some constant dependent on k and s such that
For the sake of convenient presentation, we suppress the triangular array index in locally stationary time series, and represent time index in the sth group as t s1 , · · · , t sI T for given s = 1, · · · N T . Then one can approximate model (1) as
where σ tsj = σ t sj /T, X tsj ,T . If C ks , k = 0, · · · , p, s = 1, · · · , N T are all known, one can easily construct the spline estimator of
. However, C ks 's are unknown. We instead rewrite (2) as an additive model,
By (3) and (5), it is easy to see that
In a word, although the additive component function in (2) cannot be estimated directly, the scaled additive component function
C ks /N T is estimable using the proposed segmentation techniques.
Step II: Spline estimators of varying-coefficient component functions
Model (7) can be viewed as a varying-coefficient model, and the spline estimators of varying-coefficient functions δ k (·) , k = 0, · · · , p are easily obtained.
Then,δ
By the definition of δ k (·) and identifiability conditions for α k (·) , k = 1, · · · , p, we have the spline estimators of varying-coefficient functions
Step III: Spline estimators of additive component functions
Then, spline estimators of additive component functions in (1) are given bŷ
Remark 1: The spline estimatorsα k andβ k can be updated by iterating Step II and Step III. However, one step estimation is enough and there is no great improvement through iteration procedure.
Remark 2:
One may employ different B-spline basis functions in Step I and Step III for estimating the additive component functions β k . Yet, we don't distinguish them in symbols for the sake of simplicity.
Model Identification
The proposed varying-coefficient additive model is more general and flexible than either varying-coefficient model or additive model, and covers them as special cases. But, in practice, a parsimonious model is always one's preference when there exist several potential options. Hence, it is of great interest to explore whether the varying-coefficient component function is truly varying and whether the additive component function degenerates to simply linear function. In this paper, we decompose varying-coefficient additive terms into additive terms β k and varying-coefficient terms α k , and, motivated by [11] , propose a two-stage penalized least squares (PLS) model identification procedure to identify the term that β k is constant (β k = 0) or/and α k is linear (α k = 0).
• Stage I: Plug-in the spline estimators of additive component functions β k obtained in the estimation stage into model (1), and penalize α k L2 to identify linear additive terms.
• Stage II: Given the penalized spline estimators of additive component functions β k obtained in Stage I of the model identification process, penalize β k L2 to select constant varying-coefficient terms.
We first introduce some notations. Let
and 
τ , and assumeπ =
is a penalty function with a tuning parameter λ T . Then the penalized spline estimators of α k (·) are given byα
Here the superscript 'P ' denotes the penalized spline estimation.
Stage II: Identifying constant varying-coefficient terms
By replacing the varying-coefficient function α k (·) with their penalized spline estimatesα
is a penalty function with a tuning parameter µ T . Therefore, the penalized spline estimators of β k (·) are given bŷ
Implementation Issues
In this section, we discuss various implementation issues for the proposed model estimation and identification procedures.
Smoothing Parameter Selection in Estimation
We predetermine the degree of polynomial spline. Usual options are 0, 1 or 2, that is to choose linear, quadratic or cubic spline functions. It is known that, when sufficient number of knots is used, the spline approximation method is quite stable. Therefore, we suggest to use the same number of interior knots K for all component functions and m i th order B-spline basis functions in the ith step estimation to facilitate the computation. By experience, it is reasonable to choose K = 3, · · · , 8. In addition, in order to solve the least squares problem in each group in Step I estimation, we require 1 + (K + m 1 ) p < I T . Under this constraint, we choose the optimal K and I T by BIC
is the number of B-spline basis functions used in Step III estimation.
Computation in Model Identification
Various penalty functions [11, 15, 37, 46, 49] can be used in practice. We choose the SCAD penalty function proposed by [11] , which is defined by its first derivative
for some a > 2 and θ > 0, where symbol (·) + = max (·, 0) . It is well-known that the SCAD penalty function has nice properties such as unbiasedness, sparsity and continuous. Meantime, it is singular at the origin, and have no continuous second order derivatives. Yet it can be locally approximated by a quadratic function. Specifically speaking, given an initial estimate π
This implies that the objective function in (10), denoted by Q 1 (π) , can be approximated, up to a constant, by
Therefore, we can find the solution of (10) by iteratively computing the following ridge regression estimatorπ
In the same vein, we can iteratively solve the optimization problem (11) .
Therefore, we can iteratively compute the following ridge regression estimator
until convergence.
Tuning Parameter Selection in Model Identification
Based on the optimal segment lengthÎ T and the optimal number of interior knotsK, we then select tuning parameters λ T and µ T for the proposed twostage model identification procedure. Following [11] , we take a = 3.7 and find optimal tuning parameters λ T and µ T by BIC in two steps.
First, to select optimal λ T , we define
is the number of B-spline basis functions adopted in the second step estimation and d 1 is the number of linear additive terms, i.e., α P k L2 is sufficiently small, say, no larger than 10 −6 . Second, to select optimal µ T , we define
and d 2 is the number of constant varying-coefficient terms, i.e., β k L2 is sufficiently small. Thus, we select the optimal tuning parameterŝ
Asymptotic Results
In this section, we demonstrate that the proposed three-step spline estimation method is consistent under regularity conditions and show that the proposed two stage model identification procedure can correctly select additive terms and varying-coefficient terms with probability approaching one. Furthermore, we conclude that L 2 rate of convergence of each component function achieves the optimal rate of the spline estimator of univariate nonparametric function stated in [34] . The regularity conditions and assumptions are given in the Appendix. 
Asymptotic results of spline estimators
Remark 3: In comparison with the convergence of the spline estimation of univariate nonparametric function, we notice that the bias term in L 2 rate of convergence of initial estimators is smaller when the number of groups N T is larger than 1. The larger number of segmentation groups, the smaller the bias, given the number of observations in each group is at least larger than the number of parameters in spline approximation of γ k .
Based on the result of Proposition 1, one can construct L 2 rate of convergence of the spline estimation of varying-coefficient component function α k as follows.
where 'a ∨ b' denotes the maximum of a and b.
Remark 4: Theorem 1 shows that there exists an additional bias term 
Remark 5: Similarly, in comparison with the rate of convergence of spline estimation for univariate nonparametric function, Theorem 2 also has an additional bias term ρ 2 C + K C /T . The reason this term exists is because the estimation of additive component function β k in Step III is based on the spline estimates of varying-coefficient function α k obtained in Step II. As expected, the convergence of the updated spline estimation of β k doe not depend on the number of segmentation groups in Step I of the initial estimation of rescaled additive function γ k .
Asymptotic results of model identification
We, here, respectively, demonstrate the consistency of selecting additive terms and varying-coefficient terms, and present the L 2 rate of convergence of penalized spline estimators of α k and β k .
, then, under Assumptions (A1) -(A10), as T → ∞, (i) with probability approaching to 1,α P k is constant a function a.s.
(ii) L 2 rate of convergence for penalized spline estimator of α k is given by
(i) with probability approaching to 1,β P k is a linear function a.s.
(ii) L 2 rate of convergence for penalized spline estimator of β k is given by
Remark 6: Theorems 3 and 4 show that the penalized spline estimators of varying-coefficient component function α k and additive component function β k both have the same L 2 rate of convergence as that of the spline estimator of univariate nonparametric function.
Numerical Studies
We consider two simulation examples to illustrate the finite sample performance of the proposed three-step spline estimation method and two-stage model selection procedure, respectively.
Simulation Examples
Example 1. The data are generated from the varying-coefficient additive model as follows
where {ε t }, {ζ 1,t } and {ζ 2,t } are iid standard normal variables and α 0 (u) =1.5u + 2 cos (2πu),
To appraise the performance of the proposed three-step spline estimators, we use the mean integrated squared error (MISE) based on Q = 500 Monte Carlo replications, that is
whereα k,q (·) andβ k,q (·) are estimators of α k (·) and β k (·) , respectively, in the q-th Monto Carlo sample. The univariate nonparametric functions are approximated by B-spline of order of three or the quadratic splines. We consider the sample size T = 300, 600, 900, the number of interior knots K = 3, 4 and the segmentation length I = 25, 30 in Step I estimation. We run the simulation for 500 times, and find out the MISE of three-step estimators decreases as the sample size increases, regardless the values of K and I. Table 1 only gives the results of K = 4 for different combinations of I and T . In addition, we list the MISE of oracle estimators, which refer to the spline estimator of α k given all additive component functions are known in advance, or correspondingly, the spline estimator of β k given all varying-coefficient component functions are known in advance. As expected, MISE of oracle estimators for varying-coefficient components and additive components are better than those of the proposed three-step spline estimators. The last two columns in Table 1 depict the MISE of spline estimators for nonparametric component functions in misspecified varying-coefficient model and misspecified additive model. We note that they are discernibly larger than three-step spline estimators in varying-coefficient additive model.
To visualize the performance of three-step estimation method, we consider T = 500, K = 3 and I = 25, and approximate the unknown functions using three order B-spline functions. Figures 1 and 2 presents the estimated additive component function β k (·) , k = 1, 2, and the estimated varying-coefficient functions α k (·) , k = 0, 1, 2, respectively. They both show that the proposed three-step estimation method can approximate the true function well even for a moderate sample size. term and varying-coefficient term.
Example 2. We consider a varying-coefficient additive model with additive
where {ε t }, {ξ k,t }, k = 1, 2, 3, 4, are iid standard normal variables and a k (u) , k = 0, 1, 2, are given in Example 1, α 3 (u) = 1,
To investigate the performance of the proposed two-stage model selection procedure, we take the sample size T = 300, 600, 900, segment length I = 30, and the same interior knots K = 3 for all univariate functions. Based on 100 replications, Table 2 lists the MISE of three-step spline estimators (UMISE), the SCAD penalized spline estimators (PMISE) and oracle estimators (OMISE) which are obtained by assuming the true model structure is known. The smoothing parameter (λ T , µ T ) is chosen according to the BIC criterion described in Section 4 and the number in parenthesis is the standard deviation of corresponding MISE. Table 3 compares the performance of correct-fitting(C-F), over-fitting(O-F) and under-fitting(U-F) the pure varying-coefficient terms (i.e., the additive component function is linear), the pure additive terms (i.e., the varying-coefficient component function is constant) and the true model. The results show the numbers of correctly identifying additive terms, varying-coefficient terms and true model become larger as the sample size increases. 
The necessary conditions to prove asymptotic properties are listed as below.
(A1) The process {X t,T } is stationary locally in time, that is, for each rescaled time point u ∈ [0, 1], there exists a strictly stationary process
ρ ] ≤ C for some ρ ≥ 2 and C < ∞ independent of u, t, and T.
(A2) At each rescaled time point u ∈ [0, 1], the joint density function f u (x) of the stationary approximation process X t (u) is bounded below and above uniformly on u ∈ [0, 1] :
Meantime, X t,T has density function with respective to certain measure. F  300  71  12  17  75  0  25  54  38  8  600  80  7  13  88  0  12  70  24  6  900  92  6  2  94  0  6  86  8  6 (A3) ε t iid, and Eε t = 0, Eε 
(A5) The conditional standard deviation function σ is bounded below and above uniformly on u ∈ [0, 1], i.e.,
for some positive constants c σ and C σ .
has bounded mesh ratio:
Remark 7: Assumption (A1) specifies a data generating process (GDP). Assumptions (A2) -(A5) are standard in time-series context, see [39, 40] . Assumptions (A6) -(A8) are common in typical spline approximation literature, for instance, [48] .
Appendix A.2. Proofs for Main Theorems
Firstly, we need some lemmas before proving main theorems. Let g = (g 1 , · · · , g p ) τ and h = (h 1 , · · · , h p ) τ be any two-vector valued function. Define empirical inner product
and theoretical inner product
Denote the induced norm by g, h T and g, h as · T and · , respectively. In addition to, g
. Given sequences of positive numbers a n and b n , a n b n means a n /b n is bounded and a n b n means a n b n and b n a n hold.
2 holds under Assumption (A2).
Proof. In combination with Assumption (A2) and the property (iv) of {ψ kl }, we have
where G k is defined in Section 5.1. Then under Assumption (A1), (A2), (A4) and (A9), as T → ∞,
For any given k = 1, · · · , p, let l ∈ A k (l) if the intersection of the supports of ψ kl and ψ kl contains an open interval. That is, ψ kl , ψ kl T = ψ kl , ψ kl = 0 if l / ∈ A k (l) . Moreover, it is known #{A k (l)} ≤ C for some constant C and all l, k. Moveover, for any given k, l and l ∈ A k (l) , we have
By Assumption (A1) and the boundness of B-spline, the first term above is bounded by O p (K A /T ) . Employing Berstein's inequality, the second term is bounded by O p (K A log T / √ T ). The last term is bounded by O (1/T ) from the integral theory. Therefore, using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Assumption (A9), we obtain that
where γ (1) and γ (2) denote the vectors with entries γ
kl and γ (2) kl , respectively. By Lemma 1, we see |γ (i) | g i , i = 1, 2 which completes the proof.
Lemma 3. Under Assumption (A1), (A2) (A4) and (A9), as T → ∞,
st has eigenvalues bounded away from 0 and ∞ with probability tending to one;
t,T ) has eigenvalues bounded away from 0 and ∞, with probability tending to one.
Proof. We only show (ii), the proof of (i) is similar. For any given vector
τ , then by Lemma 1 and 2,
which implies T −1 T t=1Ψ {X t,T }Ψ τ {X t,T } has eigenvalues bounded away from 0 and ∞. Therefore, T
t,T } also has eigenvalues bounded away from 0 and ∞.
Proof for Proposition 1.
, by Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we have
It suffices to deal with the approximation error terms γ k −γ k 2 L2 and stochastic error terms γ k −γ k 2 L2 . Approximate error terms: We will show the rate of approximation error
By the definition of ρ A , there existsh
On the one hand, I
On the other hand,
Stochastic error terms:
We next show the rate of stochastic errors:
It is easy to see that
t sj ,T . Under Assumption (A5), we obtain that
Assumption (A3) makes the second term be zero, and the first term is bounded by
2 . However,
By Assumption (A2) and the properties of B-spline,
Therefore,
and in turn
which completes the proof of (A.2) and hence the first half of Theorem 1. The rest is direct from Lemma 3.
Furthermore, assuming thatg = g
By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and identifiable condition α k L2 = 1, we get
. Approximate error term: We show the rate of approximate error term as follows
By the definition of ρ C , there existsg
|g −g| 2 and the normal equation
According to Proposition 1 and boundness of δ k ,
On the other hand, from Assumption (A7)
Stochastic Error terms:
We next show the following rate of stochastic error term
Based on Assumption (A5), it is sufficient to bound E|T
Obviously, under Assumption (A3), E T
. From Assumption (A1) and Assumption (A7),
where X 
Therefore, (A.5) holds.
Stochastic Error Term:
We will show the rate of stochastic error term:
(A.6)
Firstly,
However,
Z t σ (t/T, X t,T ) ε t , which implies
because of Assumption (A5). Similar the counterpart in the proof of Theorem 1, we have
which yields
Similarly,
Note that
is the marginal density of k-th component of X t,T . So,
which completes the proof of (A.6).
Proof for Theorem 3:
(i) Without loss of generality, we assume the true model is Y t,T =α 0 (t/T ) + then
Furthermore,
where a, b is the inner product of vector a and b.
Let m 0 = (m 0 (1/T ) , · · · , m 0 (T /T )) τ , we have
where the last step holds since Assumption (A7) and Theorem 2.
in which z lies between 0 and K −3/2 C g L2 and g L2 = O (θ T ) . The proof of part(i) is completed since d p1+p2+1 ≥ 2, θ T /λ T = o p (1) and lim inf T →∞ lim inf θ→0+ p λ T (θ) /λ T > 0.
(ii) According to Theorem 6 (p149) of [9] , under Assumption (A6), there existsπ k = π k1 , · · · ,π kJ k,C τ andα k =π Next, we will show that for any given ε > 0, there is a sufficiently large C such that (A.7) P inf
